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INTERNATIONAL NURSES DAY 
Statement by Member for Vasse 

MS L. METTAM (Vasse — Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party) [12.23 pm]: I acknowledge that today is 
International Nurses Day and last Thursday was International Day of the Midwife. As such, I take this opportunity 
to acknowledge and thank all the nurses and midwives in the WA health system for their exceptional service to 
the people of Western Australia. To become a nurse requires the highest commitment and dedication to care for 
patients and their loved ones, not only physically, but also emotionally. I am forever grateful for the compassion and 
empathy I witnessed firsthand at both Busselton Health Campus and Bunbury Hospital at South West Health Campus 
last year during my mum’s final few months, and I have nothing but gratitude and admiration for the nurses who 
cared for her.  
We know that our nurses have been continually asked to do more with less over the past three years, including 
regular overtime and double shifts, which has often come at a great personal and family sacrifice. It can be a tireless 
and challenging job, and our nurses deserve both acknowledgement and recognition not only today, but also every 
day for the invaluable role they play in our health system and community at large. The theme for International Nurses 
Day is “Nurses: A Voice to Lead—Invest in Nursing and respect rights to secure global health”. On budget day, it 
is a timely reminder of the ongoing need to ensure that our investment in this critical workforce is sufficient to 
meet the existing and future demand. Without nurses, the system simply falls apart, and I would once again like to 
thank each and every nurse and midwife in this state for their dedication. 
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